Extra Tall Air-Powered Speaker Stand - TS-99B

The TeleLock® Series speaker stands from Ultimate Support are extraordinarily strong yet lightweight thanks to their oversized, thick-walled aluminum tubing. They’re everything you’d expect from an Ultimate Support speaker stand: Strong, sturdy, lightweight, 100% field serviceable, and easy to set up and take down. The Auto-Lock technology securely grips the telescoping tube in place as you set its height.

TeleLock® Lift Assist
The Patented TeleLock collar provides secure assistance as you raise, lower and adjust the stand height.

Die-Cast Fittings
Strong die-cast fittings are found throughout the stand and help support key components like the tripod legs and telescoping tube.

Over-Sized Tubing
Our speaker stands are made with over-sized tubing for greater strength and dependability.

Patented Tripod Design
Ultimate Support’s patented tripod legs are designed for strength and durability. The legs are designed to be easily replaced over a lifetime of use.

Extra Tall
The TS-99B is extra tall, reaching a height of 9 feet and two inches.

TS-99B Specs
- Part Name: TS-99B
- Part Number: 13910
- Height: 5'2" - 9'2"
- Weight: 9.8 lbs.
- Base Diameter: 62"
- Telescoping Tube Diameter: 1.5"
- Adapter Diameter: 1.375"
- Load Capacity: 150 lbs.
- Folded: 57.5" x 5.5"